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Light Side Up
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Bright Ideas
Remodels perk up their looks with a breezier approach

BY EVA DITLER

ome surprises delight, others not so 

much. When homeowners Lauren 

and Paul Mason filed a proposed 

remodel project for their La Playa residence 

and it came back from the City of San 

Diego’s Historic Resources Board declined, 

that was an unhappy surprise. The pleasant 

surprise was that the rejection led them to 

architect Kim Grant, a pro at dealing with 

the board.

“The board had determined that the 

house was ‘potentially historic’ due to 

its age (more than 45 years old) and its 

architecture, which was a good example 

of the ranch style,” Kim says. “The owners 

were not interested in having their prop-

erty historically designated. Therefore, 

the process was to design within the HRB 

requirements but avoid the actual historic 

report and designation.

“Because of the stipulation that the 

historic components must be distinguish-

able from new areas, the one thing Lauren 

and Paul wanted to do that they couldn’t 

was to match the existing materials on 

the outside of the house,” she continues. 

“Therefore, the new roofs are standing- 

seam metal instead of wood shake. The 

new wood siding has a slightly different 

exposure from the existing shingles. But  

it all looks good together.” 

Lauren and Paul were attracted to the 

property by its outdoor spaces: the lush 

garden that keeps the residence tucked 

away from the street and passersby; the 

meandering brick lane leading up to a  

lanky, covered front porch; the front yard  

with enough extra space for intimate, 

alfresco dining surrounded by verdant 

landscaping; and a spacious back yard  

that could be converted into a personal 

recreation area. Before

Above: Wine red trim ties together the front porch’s mahogany-stained ceiling and brick hardscape.

Facing page:  New paint colors and wood siding with a lighter, customized stain revitalized Lauren  
and Paul Mason’s 1950 Point Loma home. 
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Above: Replacing leather furniture in the living room gave the space a  
more clean-lined, transitional look. Coral pillows punch up soft grays  
and the blue velvet couch that was a “must-have” for Lauren. 

Facing page: A comfy, sectional couch fits perfectly against the family- 
room window and is durable enough for three preteens and their friends.  
A big-screen television hides behind cabinet doors and can be pulled out  
as needed. Although no longer used as a convenient method for getting  
logs from outside in, the original pass-through door next to the firebox  
was kept.

Before

Before

“We budgeted extra to revitalize the 

garden and keep it true to what it was with 

palm trees and 25 staghorn ferns that have 

been here for 40 years,” Lauren says. “But we 

also loved the shaker, single-story style of 

the house and its unassuming character.”

With Kim’s help, the home was revital-

ized and made comfortable for a family 

of five. The residence grew from three 

bedrooms and one and one-half baths to 

five bedrooms and five baths (two being 

powder rooms). A new guest suite on one 

side of the house has its own entrance 

through the pool area. The other side of the 

house belongs to the family, with a master 

suite for mom and dad; a trio of bedrooms 

for their three daughters; and a shared 

bathroom with triple sinks and drawer 

banks, also for the preteens. 

The heart of the home resides in its 

center. Here, all the living gets done in 

a wide-open, convivial space that, with 

previous walls taken down, feels generous 

in size. The core of the home includes more-

formal living and dining areas that easily 

mingle with a laid-back kitchen and a put-

your-feet-up family room where pocket 

doors open to the new backyard playground. 

To bring the interior spaces to life, Kim 

introduced Lauren and Paul to designer 

Elizabeth Barkett. 

“I came on board when the house was 

gutted and met Lauren for the first time 

when she wanted to do exterior paint,” 

Elizabeth says. “The options had been 

laid out, and I helped fine-tune them. We 

darkened the window trim for contrast, 

darkened the front porch ceiling, and 

switched the main paint color from celadon 

green to a softer shade.”

Inside, Elizabeth and Lauren opted for a 

background of cooler gray tones. The hues 

lend an airy freshness that didn’t exist 

in the previous tan-and-brown palette. 

Even the fireplace, once besieged by red 

brick, now adds contemporary style with a 

charcoal gray surround and a contrasting, 

light gray mantel. 

Lauren was smitten with a sapphire 

blue velvet sofa that takes center stage in 

the living room. Hobnobbing with casually 

propped coral and gray pillows, the couch 

cozily seats family or guests across from  

the fireplace. A dining room rug picks up  

the sofa’s sapphire blue, bringing continuity 

to spaces that are open to each other. On 

top of the rug, a beachy, tan-gray dining 

room table matches easygoing, porcelain 

flooring and seats up to 12 people — a far 

cry from the previous circular table that 

could crowd in five people if you sat them 

elbow-to-elbow. 

Four chairs, which belly up to the kitchen 

island just behind the dining room, offer 

more casual seating at the edge of a kitchen 

that stole its extra space from previous 
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Above: New French doors in the master bedroom lead to a garden courtyard where a hammock  
provides another resting place. Raising the ceiling made the room feel more spacious.

Left: A triple set of cubbies keeps the girls’ belongings organized in the new mudroom behind  
the kitchen. Low-maintenance concrete flooring works well in a space that goes out to the pool.

Above: Paul had his heart set on a freestanding, 
claw-foot tub in the master bathroom. Tucked  
in a corner underneath the windows, it offers a 
private garden view. The shower enclosure (seen 
in the mirror) features a striking mosaic tile. 

Above: Decorative tile around the shower/tub enclosure highlights the triple-sink bathroom that  
Paul and Lauren’s three daughters share. 

Before Before
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laundry and powder rooms. A soapstone 

countertop carries a hint of blue within its 

charcoal hue and turns the island into a 

striking accent piece against the kitchen’s 

white cabinetry. 

The charcoal repeats on the brick of 

the fireplace in the just-across-the-way, 

suffused-with-sunlight family room — 

aptly named because family time takes 

precedence here, as evidenced by board 

games housed within crisp white, built-in 

cabinetry that delineates the fireplace.

“We are obsessed with Monopoly,”  

Lauren shares. “This room is flooded with 

light. It’s very comfortable and easy to  

be in.”

The family and their guests also spend 

time whooping it up in the remodeled back 

yard where, just beyond the glass doors of 

the family room and kitchen, a delightful 

pool beckons.

“We now have a pool that is usable for 

the kids,” Lauren says. “The other one was 

a massive feature that took over the back 

yard. The new pool tucks up against the 

property wall, which gave us space for an 

outdoor living room. We put trees behind 

the wall, which made the red brick pop; 

and there’s a brick fountain that I just love. 

There is brick everywhere on this property. 

“Kim knew all the tricks to make new 

bricks look old, and we also pulled outdated 

brick from corners of the property to use 

in other areas. I learned a lot about brick 

matching. It’s now my second job,” Lauren 

jokes.

Above left: Replacing a kidney-shaped pool  
that overtook the back yard increased the  
amount of usable space to include lounging  
areas, a dining spot, an outdoor living room  
with a fireplace and an outdoor kitchen (far  
right) that includes a barbecue grill. 

Above right: The remodeled dining room stole 
some of the original kitchen footprint, but the 
kitchen regained space and grew by taking square 
footage from laundry and powder rooms and  
the back yard. A raised tray ceiling adds height. 
Installing a cabinetry piece with a bar and buffet 
area where the kitchen sink used to reside unites 
the dining room with the kitchen. 

The exterior and interior contain many 

separate spaces for a variety of functions. 

There’s even a new mudroom that includes 

a gift-wrapping station.

“The home is light, bright, open and airy, 

and very family oriented without being 

overly grand,” Elizabeth says. “It’s quite a 

transformation.”

“And by saving the mature plantings, 

there are a ton of birds that visit the site 

daily,” Kim adds. “I think Lauren has really 

turned into a bird lover.”




